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After a few days in the field, you and dirt 
become real buddies. There’s dirt in your hair, on 
your face and under your nails. it gets ground 
into your uniform. You swear you can taste it in 
your food. After a while, you start to forget 

what clean feels like.

As rough as that is for you, dirt is even rougher
on your equipment. Unlike you, your gear can’t

grab a shower.

You gotta keep it clean now or
it won’t work later.

First, try to operate your equipment where less 
dirt will be stirred up. For example, don’t run a 
generator in the dust when you can put it up on a 

trailer or on dunnage.

Second, make sure the air filters on engines and 
electronic equipment are clean enough to let in 
the air they need. A choked-up air filter will kill 

even the toughest equipment.

The same goes for choked-up fuel filters.
When you fuel up equipment, do all you can to

keep dirt out of fuel tanks.

Let’s face it. it’s a dirty world out there. 
You can’t always keep a showroom finish on 
your equipment. But you can do everything 
possible to minimize the effects of dirt. 
That’s just clean thinking and good PM.

headline got 
your atTention? 
GOod! listen up.

I can’t believe 
how dirty I get out 
here! this is nasty!

you think you got 
it bad? pfft -- you 
don’t even know!

which is why 
you need to 

read ps!

but before 
you do, can 
you wash my 
windshield? 
I can’t see

a thing!
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•	 Beat the Heat with Coolant Check!
•	 Two Wrenches Better Than One
•	 Gun Cards are a Must for the M242

•	 Don’t Let Heat Take 
Down Generator

•	 Don’t Cool Off With 
MCS

•	 Step Lightly!



Crewmen, the heat can do a real number on your command post carrier’s 5-kW generator. So 
it’s up to you to help keep things on the cool side.
 It’s easy to overlook something as simple as the air duct hose. But reconnecting the hose 
after inspecting the air filter can make the difference between a generator that does its job 
and one that overheats.
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M577A3, M1068A3 Command Post Carrier…

Connect 
hose to 
air inlet

Disconnected 
air hose pulls 
in hot air

 Make sure you push the 
air duct hose back onto the 
air inlet and secure it using a 
hose clamp when you reinstall 
the air filter cap. It only takes 
a second, and your generator 
will be much cooler for it.

 When putting the air filter cap 
back on, make sure that the air duct 
hose is still connected. If the hose is 
disconnected while the generator’s 
running, hot air is drawn from inside 
the generator. The extra heat can be 
enough to burn up the generator, 
especially in the heat of summer.

what’s 
wrong? 

yOu LOok 
teRrible!

UGh. somebody 
forgot to reconNect 

my air duct Hose!



Things can heat up inside of 
a Paladin real fast, especially 
in the middle of summer. That 
can have crewmen wishing for 

a cool breeze!

But don’t resort to using the 
micro-climactic conditioning 

system (MCS) as your 
personal air conditioner.

Some crewmen open the
cap on the MCs hose and
use the air to cool off.
While that might make 

things more comfortable 
in the short run, the MCs 

probably won’t last.

The MCs is only there 
to provide clean air to 
the crew’s cbrn masks 

when needed.

Using the MCs as an air 
conditioner reduces the 

motor’s life. The brushes 
inside the MCs’ electric motor 
only last so long. Your unit 
will end up shelling out some 

cash for a new MCS. Even 
worse, the motor might fail 
when you’re actually in an 

CBRN environment.
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M109A6
Paladin…

using my MCS to 
beat the heat is 

NOT CoOl!

welL, it’s 
bETter than 

using my 
MCS!

this should 
KeeP me niCe 
and CoOl.

Don’t use 
MCS as 
personal air 
conditioner!
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When it’s hot out, it can be tough for vehicles to keep their cool. Mechanics, don’t 
make it even harder with a misstep that can cause some very expensive damage while 
working on an MLRS engine. 
 Watch out for the 300WP3 cable that connects to the thermostat regulator, NSN 4820-
01-462-4859, especially when you’re leaning over the engine to fix something else. Just 
a little misstep can break the internal wiring in the connector.

 When that happens, the cooling 
fan will no longer run at high 
speed when extra cooling is 
needed. The engine can overheat. 
Even if you manage to catch the 
problem before losing an engine, 
a new thermostat regulator will 
set your unit back nearly $8,000.

MLRS Carrier…

Misplaced 
feet can 
break 
thermostat 
regulator’s 
internal 
wiring

So before you 
start any repairs 

on the engine, 
take a quick look 
at your feet and 
make sure they’re 

nowhere near 
the thermostat 

regulator.

Looks 
like you’re 
getting a 
little hot 
under the 
collar!

that’s
cuz Some-

thing’s 
wrong with 
my cooling 

fan!
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Low coolant will send your Stryker’s temperature through the roof
if you’re not careful, drivers!

Then, check the coolant overflow 
reservoir. if the coolant is not 

above the FULL COLD mark, remove
the cap and add coolant.

First, open the 
front service 

and engine cover 
hatches and 

eyeball the sight 
glass on the surge 

tank. The sight 
glass should be 
completely full.

Otherwise, hot coolant can spray from the opening, 
causing severe burns. it’s also a good idea to

wear protective gloves and chemical goggles to
protect your eyes and skin, just in case.

Checking coolant levels after every operation, just like it says in the
-10 TMs, will help your Stryker keep its cool no matter how hot it is outside.

if it’s not, 
remove the 
pressure 

cap on top 
of the surge 
tank and add 
coolant until 

the sight 
glass is full.

Just make sure you 
let the engine cool 
before removing the 

cap to make the check. 

Sight glass 
should be 
completely 
full of 
coolant

Coolant above FULL COLD mark?

Oh, man! 
This heat 
is really 

getting me 
down!

A coolant 
check might 
be what you 

need!

The right amount 
of coolant in 

the surge tank 
and overflow 
reservoir will 

help your Stryker 
beat the heat.

Stryker…
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Mechanics, take extra care when loosening or tightening the exhaust air hose on the 
Stryker’s brake chambers. Return line elbow pipe fittings are ending up bent or cracked. 
That makes a brake chamber unserviceable and that means an NMC Stryker.
 Always be sure to use two wrenches 
when installing or removing air hoses from 
the Stryker brake chambers. One wrench 
is for fitting on the hose assembly, NSN 
4720-20-000-0528, and the other is for 
fitting on the elbow pipe, NSN 4730-01-
520-5474. Using just a single wrench can 
damage the elbow pipe fitting.
 While you’re at it, make sure all the 
clamps and zip-ties securing the air hoses 
are in place and serviceable. That makes it 
less likely that brush will snag and break 
the elbow pipe or hose assembly.

Not using two wrenches when installing or removing 
brake chamber air hose can damage elbow pipe fitting

Stryker…

I’m gonna cheCK Your 
brake Chamber Air hOse 
fitTings for tightNesS,

Big Fella.

y’bEtter 
Grab a second 
Wrench, buB!



Firing Pin Limits Extended
 Unfortunately, there is no stock of firing pin assemblies at this time. As a 
result, special guidance has been issued through TACOM Maintenance Action 

Message (MAM) MA17-044 to temporarily authorize the issue of used firing pins 
from unserviceable M242s that have passed inspection. These firing pins can 
be used for 6,000 more rounds once they’re installed on a serviceable gun.

These firing pin assemblies
must be inspected per the 

criteria provided in the MAM. 

The MAM is 
on TULSA 

at: 
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Gaining units 
must contact 
the gun card 

administrators 
to update unit 
identification 
code (UIC) 
information 
when they 

accept 
transferred 
equipment.

The M242 firing pin must be replaced every 12,000 rounds and the breech 
assembly should be inspected at 25,000 rounds and every 5,000 rounds 

after that like it says in TM 9-1005-200-23&P. 

if they’re not replaced or inspected at the correct interval, there is risk 
of catastrophic failure or uncontrolled fire due to deformed, excessively 

worn, or cracked firing pin assemblies. Not good things!

Not filling out a DA Form 2408-4 also causes supply problems. if round 
count information is lost, the firing pin must be replaced because there’s no 

way to accurately determine the remaining life of the firing pin. 

Gun Card Database

Click on ViEW/PRiNT. 
Enter the cannon 

and end item serial 
numbers of the card 
you’re searching for.

Click on active cards. 
When it comes up, click 
on ViEW/PRiNT and fill 
it in. Print a copy of 

the card.

if no new or used replacement 
pin is available, the gun is

non-mission capable.

Once firing pins have passed 15,000 rounds 
or used replacement firing pins have passed 

6,000 rounds, they must be replaced.

Units should still submit parts requisitions 
for a new firing pin once the 12,000 round 
limit has been reached or a used firing pin 

had been installed.
That way when stock is available units can 

immediately get a new firing pin.

The Master Gunner should update the rounds 
count on DA Form 2408-4s. Maintainers that have 

access to the TULSA Gun Card Application are 
responsible for updating non-firing data.

A current paper or printed DA form 2408-4 card 
should also be maintained with the Bradley’s 

maintenance records.

The MAM also temporarily extends the
life of currently installed firing pins that 

have reached the 12,000 round limit
by 3,000 rounds.

if no historical data exists for a particular 
gun, the currently installed firing pin can 
be given a life of 6,000 more rounds to 

re-establish rounds count if the firing pin 
meets the inspection criteria in the MAM.

M2/M3-Series
Bradley… Gun Cards are a MUST

for the M242

listen up!
There are

no     

And that 
data must be 

transferred to 
the gaining units 
when M242s are 
transferred.

ands, ifs
or buts! 

Hi, we’re with the 
171st and we’re 

transferring our 
M242s to you.  
We wanted to 

personally give 
you the gun card 
info so it doesn’t 

get lost.

Hey, that’s 
12,000 rounds 
for me. time 
for a new 
firing pin!

Usually, 
yes. But 
the limit 
has been 
extended.

transfer my firing 
info to TULSA. That’s 

the best way for 
everyone to track it.

Whaddya mean 
you LOST my Fired 

Round iNfo?

That means I 
Have to get a 

nEw firing Pin and 
theY’re in SHORt 

sUpPly!

{sheesh!} AlL 
y’hadda do was 
put the inFo in 

TULSA!

it’s critical that Bradley 
units update the DA Form 

2408-4, Weapon Record Data 
Card, after every firing of 
the M242 automatic gun and 
after services/inspections.

786 08-09.indd   All Pages 3/14/18   5:35 PM

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/
Maintenance message.cfm?id= 

MA17-044.html

The administrators can be found at:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/guncard/PocList.cfm

Bradley units are required to electronically 
enter firing information on the TULSA electronic 

gun card database. Go to: 

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/guncard

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/guncard/PocList.cfm
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance message.cfm?id=MA17-044.html
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/guncard
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•	 Water Only, 
Please

•	 Faulty Gasket 
Puts You in 
Hot Water

•	 Toss and Go 
Slams A/C Vents

•	 Rust Busters Tip 
of the Month
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nnow that summer is here, creative types are sometimes tempted to play bartender 
with the water buffalo. Don’t let this happen in your unit. 
 Anything other than water, especially sugar-based drinks, will totally contaminate 
the water buffalo. Adding ice to the water is okay, however. 
But only add ice, not the bag it comes in! Yes, that seems like a no-brainer, yet it 
happens. The plastic then sinks to the bottom and clogs the drain and faucets. 
   Take time to remove twist-ties 
or staples in the bag of ice before 
you hoist it up to the manhole and 
dump it in. These little plastic and 
metal pieces have shown up at the 
bottom of water tanks, embedded 
into the liners. Aside from ruining 
the stainless steel liners, they can 
also clog up the drain and faucets.
 Save your unit the expense 
and headache of repairing or 
replacing its M149-series water 
trailers. Use them the way they 
were intended: for water only or 
now that summer is here, ice, too!

Metal pieces ruin trailer’s inner lining

M149-Series Water Trailers…

They’re called WATER 
buffalos for a reason: nothing 

goes in them except water!

Not 
Gatorade.

Not fruit 
punch.

and definitely Not 
your Uncle Bernie’s 
crazy muscle milk 

concoction!
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If the manhole cover gasket on your unit’s M149A2 
water trailer doesn’t seal properly, you could end up in 
hot water!
 A faulty seal can allow contaminants into the water, 
making it unsafe to drink. The water can become so 
tainted that it’s not fit for any purpose.
 Now you’re not only in hot water, but you’ve got a hot 
mess to clean up, too. 
 Replace a worn seal around the manhole cover with 
NSN 5330-01-317-9640. Use silicone adhesive, NSN 
8040-00-118-2695, to attach the new seal.

Careful Closing Cover!

Before you hit the road, check where bags and gear are piled in the 
backseat. if your HMMWV is equipped with air conditioning vents on the 

backseat console, you may need to re-arrange things.

Blocked A/C vents
restrict air flow, which 

can cause heat exchanger 
issues with your HMMWV’s 
A/C system or even blow

a compressor.

Carelessly tossing gear 
into the backseat can 

also break the A/C vent 
louvers. Those will have

 to be replaced with
NSN 2540-01-563-3029. 

Lock cover 
open when 
filling tank

Spread silicone adhesive here

Flip latches 
open and away 
from manhole

 Lock the manhole cover open 
while filling the tank and make sure 
the latch is flipped completely open 
before closing the cover. 
 If not, the edge of the latch digs 
into the cover and punctures the seal, 
starting the whole contamination 
thing over again!

Scrape away 
damaged 
seal and

fill gap with 
silicone 

adhesive

Time Causes Deterioration

 The gap between the inner tank liner and outer 
tank may also need attention. A recessed ring around 
the collar of the tank creates a seal with the manhole 
cover. This seal can deteriorate over time. 
 If it’s not tight, it should be completely removed 
with a scraping tool. A new silicone ring should be 
formed in the recess, flush with the top of the collar, 
using silicone adhesive, NSN 8040-00-118-2695.

SLAMS

Faulty Gasket Puts You in
Hot water

Faulty Gasket Puts You in
Hot water

Faulty Gasket Puts You in
Hot water

HMMWVs…

Toss and Go SLAMS A/C Vents

so watch whereyou tossstuff!
Tossing gear
into back seat 
breaks A/C louvers

hey! Watch 
where you 
toSs that 

Bag! mY A/C 
louvers are 
just pLastiC, 

y’knoW!

M149A2 
Water 
Trailer…

this silicone 
adhesive will fix 

you right up!

Some-
thing just 
isn’t right.

786 12-13.indd   All Pages 3/14/18   5:48 PM
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You can’t stop 
corrosion unless 
you find it early. 
And you can’t find 
it early unless 
you look for it.

The best way to 
find corrosion is to 
perform a systematic 
inspection. To do this, 

think of a vehicle 
divided into sections.

Trucks

Lifting/towing shackles, brush guard, hood, latches,
grilles, bumper, headlights

All components, supports, electrical connections,
radiator assembly and supports

Door, hinges, fender, running board, fresh air vent,
mirror, windshield, battery box

Lifting/towing shackles, pintle hook, fifth wheel,
trailer ramps, spare tire carrier, air hose connections,
taillight assemblies

Lifting/towing shackles, brush guard, hood, latches,
grilles, bumper, headlights 

Front suspension, drive shafts, axles, brush guard,
electrical wiring, fuel lines, fuel tank assembly,
air/hydraulic lines, vehicle body

Floor, levers, shift linkages, dashboard,
windshield, cab body panels, horn clearance lights, 
passenger seats

Roof, antennas, weapons hatch

Front

Engine 
compartment

passenger side

rear

driver’s side

underside

interior

top

Corrosion…

Pay special 
attention to the 
driver’s side. it’s 

more likely to rust 
because it’s exposed 
to splashing water 

and slush from 
oncoming traffic.

Top

Engine compartment

Passenger side

Driver’s side

Underside

Rear

Interior

Front

Divide vehicle into sections

heyYy…I’m A 
biG guY! How’re 

y’gonNa find everY 
littLe corrosion 

spot on mE?

Use a 
flashlight 

to look for 
corrosion!

786 14r-15.indd   All Pages 3/14/18   5:48 PM
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Kingpin, gooseneck top and pins, fifth wheel weld/seams, 
electrical connectors, hinge covers, gladhands,
lights, reflectors

Outriggers (including slots and hook fasteners),
tiedown rings/shackles, wheels, drums, hubs, lights, 
reflectors, deck body plates

Dovetail, spare tire carrier, mud flaps, lights,
reflectors, deck body plates

Air reservoirs, air lines, axles, slack adjusters,
spring assemblies, deck plate welds/seams,
frame crossmembers

Gooseneck, deck body plate welds/seams,
stowage boxes

Front

driver/passenger 
sides

rear

underside

TOP

Trailers

Top

Passenger side

Driver’s side

UndersideRear

Front

Perform systematic inspection

This list works as a handy guide 
for trucks and trailers, but a 

complete checklist is in
TB 43-0213, Corrosion Prevention 

and Control (CPAC) for Army 
Wheeled Vehicles, (Sep 12), 

available on LOGSA’s ETM website:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/
#/etm/home

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home
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•	 Keep the 
Air Flow 
Going

pm. 
I can 
dig it!
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Operators, whether you’re in 
Afghanistan, at Ft irwin or anywhere 
else, always make sure your Husky 

gets clean air and lots of it.

That’s how you keep the 
vehicle’s engine running 

smoothly. To get clean air, 
you need clean filters!

So pay 
attention 
to these 
two tips:

Just a Squeeze

Clean the Filters

Squeeze dust cap to 
remove dust and sand

Next, pop off the canister lid 
and pull out the air filters. 
The secondary filter is inside 

the primary filter.

Tap each one with the heel of 
your hand just hard enough to 
loosen dust and sand. Then tap 
some more to knock stuff out 

of the filters.

You can also use
low-pressure air—30 psi or 

less—to blow from inside to 
outside of the filter. That’s the 
best way to remove sand and 

dirt from the filter. 

Just never bang the filter on 
a rock or hard surface like the 

vehicle’s tire.

And never use high-pressure 
water to clean out the filters.

Replace the primary filter 
when it’s damaged or when the 
air cleaner indicator stays in 

the red after a cleaning. 

Replace the secondary filter 
after cleaning the primary 

filter three times.

Remove 
cannister lid…

…and 
pull out 
primary…

…and 
secondary 
air filters

Replace primary 
filter if air cleaner 
indicator stays in red 
after cleaning

Cough
!

M1231 Husky…

my air fiLTErs 
sure COuld 

{CougH} use A 
GoOd cleaning 

{CougH}!

Before operation, 
squeeze the sand 
out of the dust 

cap on the bottom 
of the air cleaner.

do it more 
often when 

you’re 
operating in a 
dusty area.

Cough
!

786 18-19.indd   All Pages 3/14/18   5:48 PM
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•	 How to Keep CROWS Crowing!
•	 Beating the Desert with PM
•	 Which Barrels Do You Keep? 

It Depends.

•	 Don’t Use These 
C2A1 Canisters!

•	 Re-Introducing Your 
New M50/51 Mask!

•	 Save Money with 
Maintenance Kits
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The M153 CROWS II is one of the best ways to protect Soldiers
in battle. instead of sitting exposed, gunners can fire from inside 

the vehicle in relative safety.

The most basic way to keep CROWS 
working is for units to do weekly 
PMCS like they’re supposed to. 

That not only ensures CROWS is in 
good shape, but helps operators 
remember their CROWS training.

But, unfortunately, too many 
CROWS systems sit neglected in 
motor pools. Units don’t know if 
their CROWS even work until it’s 
time to go to the field and then 
it’s too late to get them fixed.

M153 CROWS II…

heY, I Could 
Use Some 
PmCs over 

here!

And did yOu ever 
find mY DiagnoStic 

kiT and speciAl 
tOols? I REALLY 

neEd those!

Of course, too many units don’t have the CROWS’ TM 9-1090-219-10, which 
means they can’t do PMCS. Units need to order one copy per CROWS. 
And in the meantime download the weekly PMCS from the ETM site:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home
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CROWS Diagnostic Kit

Many CROWS 
units, however,

have not received 
the CDK. 

if your unit 
hasn’t, be patient.

CDKs are being 
fielded and 
eventually

all CROWS units 
will have the 

CDK.

Once you’ve located a CDK, the
next step is to update the software 

on your MSD. 

This includes the software that lets 
the MSD and CDK communicate and the 
Automated Software Download (ASD) 
program needed to reload or update 

CROWS software. 

Both pieces of software require the 
user to have administrative privileges 

for the MSD.

MWO Required

if your M153 CROWS has software version 3.5 or 
below, it needs to be updated using MWO 9-1090-
219-23-1. Report the upgrade in the Modification
Management Information System (MMIS) in LIW.

Special Operations units 
with CROWS software 

version 3.10.2 don’t need 
to do the update. 

For permission to download the software, fill 
out the software access request agreement at:

Some CROWS units are 
unaware of a major

source of help: 

the CROWS
diagnostic kit

(CDK),
NSN 6625-01-612-3560

(LIN FG25BQ). 

CDKs have been 
fielded with all 

CROWS systems since 
August 2014. 

But often the CDKs 
don’t make it into the 
units’ property books 
and end up stored and 

forgotten. 

Along with the 
CDK, units are also 
supposed to receive 

special tools for 
maintaining CROWS.

Units need to 
check to see if 
they already 
have the CDK. 

The first step
should be 
a search of 
property

books by the
CDK’s NSN.

here’s 
where to 

look:

For echelon above brigade (EAB) units, such as MP and 
engineer battalions, the CDK/special tools should be at 

the battalion HQ maintenance (HHC/HHD).

For maneuver brigades, CDKs should be in the forward 
support companies and the maintenance company of the 

brigade support battalion. Usually, if anyone knows where 
CDKs are, it’s the warrant officer in charge of maintenance.

Roughly
75 percent of 

the CDKs issued 
are not on 

unit property 
books.

if the NsN 
doesn’t show 
up, don’t stop 

there!

Without the CDK and 
the special tools, 
units can’t diagnose 
and fix problems.

Units should search 
for CDK…

…and special tools
They can
also be

contacted
for any

questions
about

CROWS.

CROWS maintainers 
should have received 

CDK training either from 
TACOM instructors or in 
AIT for the 91B MOS. 

But by now most 
maintainers will need 

refresher training. 

if you do 
find a CDK, 

use LIN 
FG25BQ 
to enter 
it on your 
property 

book. That 
will let 
the Army 
track it.
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https://www.us.army.mil/
suite/page/677848/

For help, contact the CROWS Software Help Desk at (973) 724-8028 or email:

usarmy.picatinny.peo-soldier.list.crows-software@mail.mil

For training, contact your
local TACOM LAR or James Tucker 

at (586) 282-1345 or email: 
james.w.tucker50.civ@mail.mil

or Elliot Terry at (586) 282 1344

or email: elliot.terry.civ@mail.mil

Full instructions, equipment required, software download location, 
and authorized personnel needed are listed in the MWO. You can find 

the MWO at:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/mmis/#/dashboard/messages/modification

https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/677848/
mailto:usarmy.picatinny.peo-soldier.list.crows-software@mail.mil
mailto:james.w.tucker50.civ@mail.mil
mailto:elliot.terry.civ@mail.mil
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/mmis/#/dashboard/messages/modification
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Your 
weapon’s

-10 TM 
provides 

all the info 
you need 

for helping 
your 

weapon 
beat the 
desert.

Here are a few ways to help your weapon win its battle with the desert:

there are more differences between the M249 and M240L short and long barrels 
than just the length. 
 The M249 long barrels are BII (basic issue items), which means they must be kept 
with the weapon at all times. The short barrels, though, are additional authorization 
list (AAL) items, which means they’re optional and not required. 
 What does that mean for armorers? You must always keep both long barrels, 
even if you get short barrels for your M249 machine guns. Since both long barrels 
are BII, they must be turned in with the weapon. 
 But it’s a different story with the M240L. MWO 9-1005-313-23-4 is replacing 
its long barrels with short barrels. Once that happens, the short barrels become the 
standard barrels and BII and must stay with the M240L at all times. 

Pay special attention to 

moving parts like the 

bolt carrier.

Wipe and brush them 

clean. Blow out sand 

from areas like the 

trigger assembly that 

you’re not allowed to 

take apart.

Easy on lubricating exposed surfaces. Lubricants like CLP attract sand. Clean and lube only internal parts frequently and generously. But wipe the outside of the weapon completely dry.

Clean magazines, too. Magazines jam with sand. Unload and wipe off ammo daily. Run a rag through the magazine. Don’t put any lube in magazines or on ammo.

Use rifle covers, muzzle 

caps, and spare magazine 

bags. Cover mounted 

machine guns. Keep the 

M16/M4’s ejection port 

cover closed and a 

magazine installed.

The desert is a very tough place for 
your rifle, machine gun or pistol.

Blowing sand invades openings like 
the muzzle and ejection port and 
stops moving parts from moving.

And the desert’s 
extreme heat dries 

up lubricant.

Even worse, the sand mixes with 
lube and becomes a scouring 
powder that grinds up parts.

Clean and do PMCS 
often.

That means at least 
daily in the desert.
Even wiping off the 

outside of your 
weapon with a clean 
cloth every chance 
you get will help. 

Cleaning that involves 
disassembly should be 
done only in enclosed 

areas, like your 
tent or quarters. 
Otherwise, blowing 
sand will make your
cleaning useless. 

Small Arms…

Beating the Desert with PM

M240L, M249 Machine Guns…

Which Barrels 
Do You Keep? it Depends.

M2/M2A1
M240-series
M249
M9/M9A1
M16-series
M4/M4A1
M203-series
M320-series

Weapon

9-1005-213-10
9-1005-313-10
9-1005-201-10
9-1005-317-10

9-1005-319-10

9-1010-221-10
9-1010-232-10

TM

WP 0016
WP 0018
Page 2-45
WP 0006

WP 0006

WP 0006
WP 0016

Operation 
under unusual

conditions

WP 0023
WP 0020
Page 2-1
WP 0010

WP 0013

WP 0010
WP 0019

PMCS

WP 0043
WP 0040
Page D-3
WP 0019

WP 0023

WP 0016
WP 0027

Expendable/
durable
items

Here are 

the TMs 

and where 

you need 

to look in 

them:

{CougH!
cOuGh!}

OuCh!
what 

happened to 
your lube?

too hot!
no pmcs!
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Units should collect and 
turn in the bad canisters by 
contacting their local DLA 

Disposition Services.

Any TVI 
canisters 

should not
be used.

To determine year 
of manufacture, 
check the lot 

number. The fourth 
and fifth numbers 

give the year. 

IRT16####-###, 
for example, means 

the canister was 
manufactured in 

2016.

These TVI and pre-2017 IRT 
canisters are leaking carbon. 

The carbon can build up in the 
outlet valve area, leading to mask 
failure. Carbon dust can also cause 
mild eye and respiratory irritation.

Most importantly, in a chemical 
environment, the mask could fail 

to protect.

All canisters with a lot number 
beginning with MMB are OK to use.
Order replacement canisters with 

NSN 4240-01-361-1319.

IRT canisters 
manufactured 
prior to 2017 
should not be 

used.

For more information, see TACOM Supply Advisory message 17-971 at: 

 Contact Cynthia Murray-Vickerson at DSN 786-1564, 
Questions?

Look for lot numbers beginning with TVI and IRT

CBRN specialists,check all your C2A1canisters for lot numbers beginning withTVI and IRT. These canisters are used withM40, M45, M48, JSAM and M53-series masks.

https://jacks.jpeocbd.osd.mil under Publications, Select Advisory Messages.

(586) 282-1562, or email: cynthia.l.murray-vickerson.civ@mail.mil

https://jacks.jpeocbd.osd.mil
mailto:cynthia.l.murray-vickerson.civ@mail.mil
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in PS 726 (May 13) 
we introduced you 

to the new
M50/51 mask.

Fielding of 
the M50/51 has 
continued since 

then, but…

…many posts 
are just now 

receiving their 
new masks.

So to help you 
see what your new 

M50/51 offers, 
we’re reintroducing 

it to you!
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•	better target 
detection

•	enemy identification
•	hit probability 
•	situational awareness

in addition,
the visor 

reduces the 
need for you 
to hold your
M16 rifles or

M4 carbines at
an angle to 
shoot, which 

translates to 

improved 
accuracy. 

The polynomial spline visor creates a better interface 
with sights like the M68 close combat optic, which 

lets you engage targets with both eyes open.

That helps you both hit 
the target and maintain 
situational awareness.

The visor 
also makes it 
easier to use 
night vision 

equipment and 
binoculars. 

the one-piece eyelens provides a field of 
view that is at least 80 percent greater 

than what you had with the M40.

The M50/51’s dual filter 
system makes it twice 
as easy to breathe as 
compared to the M40.

That increases your 
endurance and cuts 
the time needed to 

accomplish a mission.

This lets you 
see more 

without having 
to turn their 
heads, which 

means:

Greatly	Improved	Vision Breathe	Easier

So	Much	More	Comfortable

my urethane 
eyelens itself won’t 

yellow as easily 
as the M40’s and is 
much more resistant 
to contaminants and 

scratching.

so you 
won’t have 
to worry 
about my 
eyelens 
getting 

scratched!

Dual filters help breathing

The dual filter system gives 
better weight distribution to 
the M50/51, making it more 
comfortable than the M40. 

The mask’s inner parts are 
made of silicone, which is 
softer and easier on the 

mouth and nose. 

The head harness comes with 
a skull cap, which provides 
a more comfortable fit and 

makes it easier to put on
the harness.

Breathing easier also makes for 
better breath control during firing, 

which boosts marksmanship. 

786 28-29.indd   All Pages 3/15/18   10:52 AM
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Self-sealing disks 
let you change 
filters without 

fear of breathing in 
chemical agent.

The filter’s lower profile reduces the risk of
losing its seal if jarred and makes it less likely

to get caught in camouflage nets or brush. 

The filter’s
three sealing points 

on two surfaces
strengthen the 
interface seal.

if a filter is 
installed wrong, 
the disk won’t let 

you breathe in 
until the filter is 

installed
correctly.

The positive 
locking mechanism 
prevents the filter 

from working 
loose.

The filter’s two knife edges form independent seals 
with the base of the filter mount, which provides a 

seal against particles and vapors.

A chunk of the skirt can be missing 
and the mask will still protect you. 

The filter’s high efficiency 
synthetic particulate air 

filtration material is
more durable than the 
M40’s and better at 

resisting contaminants. 

The filter’s skirt feature forms a seal with 
the side wall of the filter mount to stop 

dust, sand, particles and vapors.

•	 nerve agent 
antidote kits

•	 convulsive 
antidote

•	 M291 decon
•	 M295 

individual 
decon kit

•	 reactive skin 
decon lotion

•	 M8 paper

Filter	Facts

The filter has 
an indicator that 

changes color 
when it needs to 
be changed, if the 
filter has been 
exposed to too 
much humidity 
for too long. 

Indicator 
changes 
color

Dust

Sand

Particles

Vapors

Drinking	Made	Easy

Carrier	Is	Better,	Too

my drink tube 
can be moved 
with an outside 

lever…
…making it 

simple to get 
the drink tube 
in and out of 
your mouth. 

The mask carrier 
has snaps to make 

it MOLLE compatible 
and it can be worn 
in three different 
configurations.

Carrier has 
slots for kits

Individual 
equipment 
carrier

Mask
carrier

The mask carrier’s most 
important improvement is that 
it does a much better job of 

sealing out dust and sand. 

You won’t open up the carrier to 
find your mask coated with sand 
that can clog filters and make 

breathing a chore. 

The individual 
equipment 

carrier has 
designated 
slots for

The slots make 
it a snap to find 
these items in 
an emergency, 
plus they let 

you inventory the 
carrier in just a 

few seconds.

786 30-31.indd   All Pages 3/15/18   10:54 AM
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Training Help

New Equipment Training

From the training 
drop-down menu 
located below 

the JACKS banner, 
select New 

Equipment Training.

Scroll down to the 
Protection section 
in the left-hand 
column and click

M50/51 Joint
Service General 
Purpose Mask.

Scroll back up 
and you’ll see the 
training files in a 

new box.

Also, of course, check out the M50’s TM 
3-4240-542-13&P. Every Soldier in your 

unit should have a copy of it.

The only authorized hydration system 
for the M50/51 is the new multi-purpose 

personal hydration system (MPHS),
NSN 8465-01-643-5606.  

The MPHS is currently being fielded 
through the Individual chemical equipment 

management program (ICEMP).

For more information on the MPHS,
see Pages 44-45 in PS 784 (Mar 18).

CBRN specialists will 
need to check M50/51 

masks with PATS just like 
they did for the M40. 

To do that, they’ll
need the adapter,

NSN 4240-01-546-4517.

it connects PATS to the 
M50/51’s drink tube.

The M50/51 adapter
is purple to distinguish 

it from the M40’s
red adapter.

MPHS

The M50/51 has both internal 
and external connectors… 

…for a voice amplifier 
or a boom mike!!!

Commo Connections

Hydration and MPHS

Some Soldiers think it’s OK to use 
the Camelbak® or other hydration 

systems with their M50/51.

Not 
true!

sorry, 
caMELBAk. 
I drink 

only from 
an MPHS.

These systems may not 
have a bladder that 

seals out CBRN agents.
you could end up sucking 
in the very agents your 
M50 is protecting you 

from.

M50/51 PATS 
adapter is 
purple

PATS Adapter

Your unit can find training help for their 
new M50/51 masks at the Joint Acquisition 
CBRN Knowledge System (JACKS) website:

786 32-33.indd   All Pages 3/15/18   10:52 AM

it’s also on the ETM site: https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home

https://jacks.jpeocbd.army.mil

https://jacks.jpeocbd.army.mil
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home


So that’s the 
scoop on your 

new M50/51 
mask.

awesome!

it will protect you better than 
your old M40 and it will be much 

more comfortable.

Now 
the 

rest is 
up to 

you. 

Take care 
of your new 

mask…

…and 
watch for 
future PS 

articles on 
how to get 
the most 

out of your 
M50/51 .
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…an internal 
separator, NSN 

2940-01-423-8814, 
and an external 
separator, NSN 
2940-01-423-

2597.

Pages 4-14 and 7-12 in TM 3-1040-285-20 
(Jun 98, w/Ch 3, Jan 10).

Pages 2-176 and 2-282 in TM 3-1040-282-20
(Mar 98, w/Ch 1, Jul 02) for servicing the separators. 

WPs 0081 and 0119 in
TM 3-1040-290-23 (Aug 10).

For the 
M56, see

For the 
M58, see

For the 
M56E2, see For more info,

see TACOM LCMC
Maintenance 

Information (MI) 
Message 18-003 at:

When the filter/separators need 
maintenance, don’t order the 

entire assembly unless it’s so 
damaged it requires replacement. 

instead, order
maintenance kits. 

The internal separator kit comes 
with NSN 4330-01-366-5667 and

the external kit comes with
NSN 4330-01-349-4014.

The internal kit saves you 
$135 and the external kit 
saves $19 over ordering 

individual parts! 

M56, M56E2, M58 Smoke Generators…

I just saw in PS 
there are maintenance 

kits for MY fuEl 
filter/separators!

that’ll 
save us 
A Few 
BuckS!

the M56, M56E2 
and M58 smoke 

generators have 
two fuel filter/

separators…

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI18-003.html

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI18-003.html
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•	 PSTS Component List Makes 
Inventory Easy!

•	 New Hydraulic Filters Reduce 
Failures

•	 There’s a New Shaft in Town!
•	 Apache Helmet Frame Damaged?
•	 Chain, Chain, Chain, Chain 

of PMCS!
•	 Tips to Help Your Eagle Soar
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Shoulder bag
Service fuse kit
Hand control test set
Hose clamp
AC power lead
DC power lead
Boss reducer
Boss reducer
Boss nipple
Boss nipple
Hand terminal lead
Altimeter encoded lead
Hose kit assembly
O-ring kit
Pitot head adapter hose

Description

6625-01-435-7986
6620-01-437-2460
4920-01-435-6339
4730-00-555-1352
6625-01-435-6346
6625-01-435-6348
4730-00-812-5036
4730-00-187-3575
4730-00-834-9560
4730-00-417-2340
6625-01-435-6343
6625-01-435-6341
6625-01-435-7996
5325-01-036-6680
4920-00-866-6980

NSN

ADTS405-1891-71-MO
ADTS405-1891-81-MO
ADTS405-1891-21-MO
AN737TW34-38
ADTS405-1891-32-MO
ADTS405-1891-31-MO
MS24399D3
AN919-1D
AN815-4D
AN815-3D
ADTS405-1891-35-MO
ADTS405-1891-61-MO
ADTS405-1891-41-MO
N/A
N/A

PN

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Qty

This component list for the pitot static test set (PSTS),
NSN 4920-01-388-6790, will help you keep track of everything!  

Keep it as a handy reference.

AGSE…

Mechanics, 
when it’s time to 

inventory or test 
the pitot static 
systems on your 

aircraft…

…make sure you 
have everything 

you need.
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	 Hydraulic	systems	require	very	clean	fluid	to	make	things	work.	From	
helicopters	to	the	aviation	ground	power	units	(AGPUs)	that	service	aircraft,	
hydraulic	filters	are	the	key	to	increased	operation,	reliability	and	safety.

	 Hydraulic	pumps,	primary	servos,	
actuators	and	tail	rotor	servos	have	a	high	
failure	rate	when	using	the	current	legacy	
filters.	Dynamic	flow	testing	showed	the	
filters	captured	and	then	released	a	cloud	
of	particles	that	flowed	downstream	from	
the	filter	into	hydraulic	components.	This	
condition,	known	as	silting,	causes	spool	
valve	locking,	uncommanded	flight	control	
inputs,	and	increased	component	wear.

	 To	combat	the	problem,	a	series	of	new,	improved	filters	were	tested.	Over	many	
flight	hours,	the	new	filters	removed	particulate	matter,	improved	hydraulic	fluid	
cleanliness,	and	increased	the	mean	time	between	failures	(MTBF)	for	six	key	
hydraulic	components.	
	 For	example,	the	failure	rate	of	the	primary	hydraulic	servos	dropped	from	310	
failures	with	a	MTBF	of	648	hours	to	just	25	failures	with	a	MTBF	of	1,389	hours;	
a	114.3	percent	MTBF	rate	increase.	And	hydraulic	pump	replacement	went	from	
285	failures	with	a	MTBF	of	705	hours	to	just	25	with	1,389	MTBF;	a	97	percent	
increase	in	the	MTBF	rate.

	 The	new	filters,	which	are	
completely	interchangeable	with	the	
old	ones,	will	be	added	to	the	next	
TM	updates	for	the	H-60,	AH-64	
and	AGPU.	Until	then,	order	the	
new	filters	from	this	list:

New Filter NSN

H-60
AH-64

AGPU

System

1650-01-114-1899
1650-01-328-5588
4330-01-484-0896
4330-01-484-0891

1650-01-601-1254
1650-01-642-2829

2940-01-605-7088

Old Filter NSN

New Hydraulic Filters Reduce Failures

When 
hydraulic 

filters don’t 
do their 

job, it leads 
to system 

contamination, 
component 
failure and 

flight safety 
concerns.

oh, nO! if onlY My 
filters were gOod 

enough to stop 
All that SiLt!

thanks for 
the new filter, 
I Feel A Whole 

lot Better now.

yOu and 
me Both! 
Now YouR 
systems 
will be 
cleaner.

H-60, AH-64, AGPU…

what’s 
wrong 

with you 
guys?

our hydraulic 
filters aren’t 
doing their 

job.

we’ve got it all: 
system contamination…

…failure, and 
concerns about 
flight safety.

New filter 
reduces 
failures

then I’ve got 
good news!

wow! 
These nEw 
Filters are 

Great!

The failure 
rate is WAY 

down!

it 
sure 
is!
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Be advised that once a shaft extension is used on an M model 
aircraft, it can no longer be used on an A/L model aircraft.

This change is effective now!

Got
questions?

Contact riley jacobs at (256) 955-6788 or by email:

The A/L model 
shaft extension 

has a life limit of 
14,000 hours. 

The M model has
a life limit of 
4,900 hours.

UH-60M…

For the A/L model Black Hawk, the 
shaft extension remains NSN 1615-01-

074-5151 (PN 70351-08186-043).

if you have an A/L shaft extension 
on back order and it’s intended for 
the M model aircraft, contact the 

item manager so the requirement can 
be changed to the M model NSN.

Though the 
shaft extension 
is the same one 

used on the
A/L model, the 

life limit is 
different for 
each aircraft.

Mechanics, if you need to 
order a new main shaft 
extension assembly for 

the UH-60M Black Hawk, get 
it with NSN 1615-01-634-0170 

(PN 70351-08186-047).

riley.d.jacobs.civ@mail.mil

mailto:riley.d.jacobs.civ@mail.mil
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Helmet Frames

PN

Medium
Large
X-Large

Size

8415-01-472-1998
8415-01-471-3748
1270-01-562-3501

78C4207-1
78C4207-2
86C7408

NSN
•	 Medium	helmet, 

NSN 1270-01-295-6255
•	 Large	helmet, 

NSN 1270-01-298-3544
•	 Extra-large	helmet, 

NSN 1270-01-263-2545

Make a note that when ordering a new 
helmet assembly, the part numbers will 

be different for the three complete 
helmet assembly sizes.

The helmet frame is replaced at the
depot/contractor level. if the helmet 

frame is damaged beyond unit level repair 
limits, you must turn in the entire helmet

for replacement. 

The helmet frame has an SMR code of PADDD 
to keep the field from building Class VII 

major items out of Class IX parts.

Turn in the helmet
with its damaged frame 

prior to ordering a 
replacement helmet.

Here are 
the NSNs 
for the 
helmet:

Here’s a list of helmet frames that must be replaced by the
depot/contractor if they can’t be repaired at field level.

mechanics, you may think it’s a 
good idea to repair IHADSS helmet 

frames that are beyond your 
maintenance level. fact is…

…it’s 

not.

IHADSS 
Helmet…

Helmet	frame	
not	replaceable	

at	field	level

I think I’ve 
done aLl I can 
with MY helmet 

shELl.

I’ll check my 
list to see if 
YoUr helmet 
nEeds to Be 
rePlaced.
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if a chain has gone through 
10,000 rounds, replace it 

regardless of its condition.

And if the M230 has experienced a hard 
stoppage, such as an out-of-battery firing 

or a severe jam, replace the chain.

Chains that have suffered 
that hard jerking usually 
fail within 1,000 rounds. 

M230 Automatic Gun…

Chain, Chain, Chain,
Chain 

Your M230 automatic gun will suddenly go 
quiet if its chain assembly malfunctions.

so what 
should you 
loOk for?

But how do you know if 
the chain can do its job?

This test should be rejected. The bunch test is not a 
reliable indicator of probable failure. 

One test that some units use—but shouldn’t—is the 
“bunch” test. The chain assembly is bunched up and then 
lifted. if the chain doesn’t straighten out under its own 

weight, the chain is rejected. 

Check the chain links 
for cracks, breaks 
or other damaged 

components, such as 
the master link slider. 

Look for loose 
components, especially 

the connecting pins. 
And, of course, be 
on the lookout for 

corrosion.

Pay particular 
attention to the 

three-link segments 
on either side of the 

master link.

Testing has shown 
that this is usually 

the first place 
cracks or breaks 

occur. 

we’re gonna 
give your cHain 
the Bunch teSt.

what a bunch of bunk! That 
test is BOGUS. Just give mY 

chain a straight PMCS.

hold up! That 
last jam did in 

My chain. Y’gOtta 
REplace it!

3-link segments 
are usually first 
place chain 
breaks

Master link slider damaged? Connecting pins loose?
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Dear Editor,
 Through our work supporting Gray Eagles, we offer these tips to help 
them soar:
 Don’t overtighten the captive fasteners. The fasteners will break 
the nut plates loose if you muscle up on them. Also keep an eye on the tool 
used to tighten the fasteners. If the tool’s tip begins to round out, it’s 
time to get a new tool. Otherwise, you’ll start rounding off the fasteners 
themselves. The correct torque is 25-30 in-lbs. That’s tight enough. 

 Careful installing the 
aft cowl. If you force 
things, the aft cowl gets 
warped and won’t fit. 
We’ve found it’s easier 
if you first secure the 
fasteners behind the 
radiator before you 
secure the rest. 

  Use five people, 
not four, to move 
the Eagle. We have 
the extra person 
pushing on the landing 
gear. He not only 
adds muscle, but helps 
brake if necessary. 
Otherwise, one Soldier 
must do most of 
the pushing while the 
other three make 
sure the wings don’t 
hit anything. 

 Remember to 
remove the landing 
gear steering servo 
pins before towing. 
That lets the landing 
gear turn freely. If the 
pins are left in, the 
servo and landing gear 
get damaged. And it’s 
so easy to forget the 
pins. Just make sure 
you reinstall the pins 
before takeoff.

 SGT Richard Spivey
 Ft Hood, TX

 Stow the tow bar in the towing vehicle when you’re through 
towing. Crews sometimes forget to remove the tow bar and then they 
back over it with the towing vehicle. Make it a habit to immediately stow 
the tow bar when you’re done towing. 

Remove 
landing gear 
steering servo 
pins before 
towing

Use 5th person 
to push on 
landing gear

Stow tow bar 
immediately 
after towing

Secure cowl 
fasteners behind 
radiator first

Overtightening captive fasteners 
breaks loose nut plates

Tool tip rounding out? 
Get a new tool!

High-
flying tips, 
Sergeant. 
Thanks for 
the help!

…thanks to 
these tips from 

Ft hOod!

I’m 
SOARing…

MQ-1
Gray Eagle
UAV…
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COMMUNICATIONS
& SOLDIER SUPPORT

•	 Keeping Heat Off 
Commo’s Back

•	 Net Those Pests!
•	 Pick a Pack of Pallet Racks
•	 When Water is Your 

Battle Buddy
•	 Good PS Info? Post It!
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Made in the Shade
 Whenever possible, shade your radio. Use cardboard or 
your vehicle’s canvas top. Anything that keeps the glaring sun 
off the radio will help as long as it doesn’t hold in the heat.

Keeping Heat Off
Commo’s Back

  Lessons learned have shown that shade is a 
cheap, valuable tool and that almost anything 

can be used to give your radio some relief. 
   A fan will run itself to death trying to cool your 

radio. Give the radio shade to help the fan.

HeatHeat

in the summer-
time heat at NTC 

or anywhere 
else, radio 

and electronic 
equipment 

maintenance is

tough.

imagine 
how I feel!

it’s too easy 
for heat to 

damage delicate 
equipment.

Here are a few hot weather maintenance tips…

Give radio shade!

hot 
enough 
for ya, 
buddy?

oh, 
yeah. 
it is!
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Moisture Condensation
 Overnight, condensation forms on metal surfaces that 
are cooler than the air temperature. This condensation 
can affect electrical plugs, jacks and connectors. 
 If condensation is affecting your commo connectors, 
tape over all connectors that may be exposed to 
moisture overnight. This prevents that moisture from 
contaminating the contacts.
 Plugs should be dried before inserting them into 
equipment jacks. Excessive moisture or dew should be 
removed from antenna connectors to prevent arcing.

A Little More Cleaning
 Keep all cooling fans clean 
and vents clear of clogging 
sand and dirt. Dirt magnifies 
heat because it reduces airflow. 
Use a brush or compressed 
air—whatever your equipment 
TM says—to clean the fan and 
the areas around it.

 Static electricity is common in areas 
of extreme, dry heat. It’s caused by 
windblown debris and extremely low 
humidity. Poor grounding conditions 
aggravate the problem. Make sure your 
equipment is properly grounded. 
 Use tip caps on all antennas to cut 
down on wind-caused static discharges. 

 If you have any broken or missing 
knobs, switches or connectors, get 
them replaced before the heat hits.
 Check the whip antenna’s mast 
base to be sure the contact is clean. 
If it’s dirty, use low-pressure air or 
a soft brush to clean it.

Electrostatic Discharge

A Few More Things

Room to Breathe
 Give your communication 
equipment room to breathe. If 
you pile gear on or around it, 
heat quickly builds up. Keep 
field gear, maps, manuals and 
other items away from the RT 
blower fan. Blocking airflow 
with gear will cause the heat 
to build up inside your set.

Pick a Pack of Pallet Racks
If you’re looking for guidance on warehouse pallet racks or other storage aids, the 
Logistics Support Activity’s Packaging, Storage and Containerization Center (LOGSA 
PSCC) can help meet your needs. For a representative example of a pallet racking system, 
check out UNICOR:

https://www.unicor.gov/shopping/ViewCat_m.asp?iStore=UNI&idCategory=1599
 Also see LOGSA PSCC’s full range of packaging and storage expertise and contact 
info at: https://www.logsa.army.mil/pscc/pscc-home.cfm

Get a pop-up bed net to fend off bugs in the field with NSN 3740-01-644-4953. It 
includes a floor, rain fly, hanging tabs for your stuff and fits over your cot with room 
to spare. Plus, it weighs less than four pounds.

Cover exposed 
connectors 
with tape

Keep caps on radio connectors, too

Keep cooling fans 
and their vents clean

Clean antenna 
contact with

soft brush or low-
pressure air

Net Those Pests!
Boy, am 
I glad I 
have you 

to protect 
me from all 
these bugs!

No problem, 
buddy. I’ve got 
you covered!

wheeze! 
what part 
of “don’t 
pile stuff 

on me” 
don’t you 

get?!
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The MOLLE hydration 
system has several 

advantages over traditional 
canteens:

The modular lightweight load-carrying equipment (MOLLE) hydration system
in the Operational Camouflage Pattern (OCP), NSN 8465-01-641-9423, 

is an ergonomically designed water bladder with carrier that can be
worn individually or integrated with load-bearing equipment or

web harness systems.

The bladder includes a 
drink tube with bite valve, 
a positive shut-off, and 
an exterior fill port.

The carrier consists of abrasion-
resistant nylon, has a sternum 

strap for added stability and has 
a handle for filling on the go.

Tan 499 bladder,
  NSN 8465-01-641-9698

Tan 499 drink tube,
  NSN 8465-01-519-2385

OCP hydration system,
NSN 8465-01-641-9423

(includes carrier, 
shoulder and chest 

straps, 100-oz bladder, 
drink tube and

bite valve)

OCP  carrier,
NSN 8465-01-641-9671

Tan 499 bite valve,
  NSN 8465-01-519-2383

•	 It carries more clean, cool water
•	 You can drink on the move 

while keeping your hands and 
eyes focused on the mission

•	 Drinking from a tube is more 
convenient than reaching for 
a canteen, so you’ll drink more 
water more often.

Cover, 
NSN 8465-00-860-0256

Cup, NSN 8465-00-165-6838

Cap strap,
NSN 8465-01-082-6449

Canteen cup stand,
NSN 8465-01-250-3632

The 2-qt collapsible canteen,
NSN 8465-01-118-8173, is
larger and flexible.

The canteen’s cover,
NSN 8465-00-927-7485, also
 has an outer pocket for

water purification tablets.

You can carry this canteen over 
your shoulder with a strap. 
it can also attach to your 

equipment belt or load-carrying 
equipment. it collapses when 

drained for less bulk.

The 1-qt canteen, NSN 8465-01-115-0026, is a rigid plastic 
container. The cover, NSN 8465-00-860-0256, has an outer 
pocket for water purification tablets. it attaches to your 

equipment belt or load-carrying equipment.

So you know packing H2O is the right thing to do, 
but do you know all your options?

Here 
are your 

choices for 
summertime 
sipping on 
the go:

Cap, NSN 8465-00-930-2077

when 
water 
is Your
Battle 
Buddy

Canteens are 
old-school 
sturdy and 
dependable,

but more 
Soldiers 

are wearing 
hydration 
systems.

That’s 
‘cause we 

make it easier 
to replace 

bodily fluids 
lost through 

sweating.

Water, water every-
where... but where’s a 
safe drop to drink?

We know you’ve 
heard the same advice 
ever since you joined 
the Army—drink lots 
of water, especially 
if you’re in full gear 

and soldiering in
the heat.

Just a couple of 
hours out in the sun 

without enough water 
saps your energy 

and endurance. Soon 
you’ll feel the signs 

of heat stress: 
headaches, nausea and 

serious fatigue.
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inspecting and repairing — 
Inspect the bladder often for leaks. if the bladder leaks, replace it. 
Before each mission, inspect the carrier, buckles and straps. Look for
wear spots—any place where metal or plastic rubs against the fabric.

Repair small rips, tears and loose seams

Here are a few tips for using the MOLLE hydration system…

Filling — 
if your hydration system has an 

external cap, you can fill it without 
removing the bladder. Just open 
the cap and fill the system with 
water. Add ice cubes if you like. 

if your system doesn’t have an 
external cap, you’ll have to remove 

the bladder from the carrier.

Assembling — 
insert a bladder into the carrier. 
Route the drinking tube out the 

carrier opening. To install a new bite 
valve, pinch the tube and pull off 

the old valve. Wet the tube and slide 
on a new valve. Make sure you don’t 
force the tube past the valve stops.

drinking — 
Pinch and roll the bite valve between your fingers to open the drinking slit. 
Don’t use a knife to open it. You could damage the valve. Bite down on the 

valve to start the water flowing. Draw in slightly, just like you were using 
a straw. Ease up on the valve to stop the water flow.

For tears less than 
an inch long, fix them 
with cloth tape, NSN 
8315-00-958-0744.

if the fabric is ripped up to three 
inches, sew it with the needle and 
thread from the tent repair kit, 

NSN 8340-00-262-5767.

For longer 
tears, you may 
need to replace 

the carrier.

To install the bite valve cover,
pinch the tube and pull off the 

valve. Attach the cover’s lanyard
to the tube. Wet the tube and
slide the bite valve back on. 

Fitting — 
The MOLLE hydration 

system was made to be 
worn close to your body. 

When you carry weight 
close to your center of 
gravity, the load feels 
much lighter. So tighten 

the shoulder straps until 
the carrier is snug. 

if your carrier comes
with a sternum strap and 
a waist belt, attach ’em.

Drape the drinking tube 
over your shoulder with 
the bite valve close to 
your mouth. Adjust the 
tube length by sliding 

extra tubing into
the carrier.

Wet tube and slide on
a new bite valve

Do NOT insert tube past valve stops
Fill bladder

Tighten sternum strap…

…and waist belt

Don’t
put pens, 
pencils, 

nail files, 
knives or 

other sharp 
objects 

in the 
hydration 

system 
carrier.

They can puncture 
the bladder.

Bite down 
to start flow

Release to 
stop flow

…just 
{OoF}
not

{hEhH}
ToO

{WhEEZE}
tight!

whoever said 
‘you can’t take 

it with you’
wasn’t

talking about 
water!

umph ugh
make 

sure you 
tighten 

straps…
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Dear Editor,
 PS publishes so much information that can really help operators and 
repairmen…IF THEY SEE IT! 
 We run into too many Soldiers who have only a vague idea what PS is or who 
rarely see it. So that valuable information never makes it to the Soldiers who 
could benefit. 
 Here at Ft Bragg’s Logistics Readiness Center (LRC), we boost knowledge 
by posting articles on bulletin boards close to the repair shops. Each month 
we check PS for the most helpful articles, print them out and post them. We 
put small arms articles next to the small arms shop, truck articles next to 
the truck shop and so on. Soldiers read the articles while they’re waiting for 
their equipment. 

We also post relevant safety and maintenance messages. 
 Support shops can do the same thing. And so can individual units. Just find 
an area where Soldiers congregate and post articles there. It takes only a 
few minutes to go through PS online each month to see if there are articles 
that could help your unit. 

Michael Dorsey
Ft Bragg, NC

Editor’s note: What a great idea, Michael. Units can 
do PS a big favor by also posting the flyer on how to 
download the PS app. That’s important since PS is now 
only available digitally. We’ll gladly email you a PDF 
poster about the app that you can print out. Just email:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

Good PS Info? Post It!Good PS Info? Post It!

Mr. Dorsey has an excellent 
way for units to make 

sure their Soldiers see PS 
articles that help them.

Print the 
articles 
and post 

them where 
Soldiers 
gather.

mailto:usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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LOGISTICS

•	 GCSS-Army Decoded
•	 GCSS-Army Reminder
•	 Turn In OCIE ASAP!
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Acquisition Advice Codes

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

M,N,P,R,S,W
O
Q
T

V,Y
Z

Service/Agency regulated
ICP regulated
Service/Agency managed
DOD stocked and issued
Other service stocked and issued
Fabricate or assemble, non-stocked
GSA managed, stocked and issued
Direct delivery under central contract
Direct delivery from a central contract 
Not stocked
Stocked for overseas only
Local purchase only
Restricted
Packaged fuels
Bulk petroleum products 
Condemned, non-stocked items
Terminal items
Insurance/numeric stockage objective items

Condition Codes

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
S

Serviceable (issue without qualification)
Serviceable (issue with qualification)
Serviceable (priority issue)
Serviceable (test/modification)
Unserviceable (limited restoration)
Unserviceable (repairable)
Unserviceable (incomplete)
Unserviceable (condemned)
Unserviceable (scrap)

MIGO Movement Types

101
161
201
221

261

309
311
344
411
412
501
502
601
641
643

644

701
702
711
712
901
903

905

GR (goods receipt)
GR returns
GI (goods issue) for cost center
GI for project
GI consumption for order from
  warehouse
TF (transfer) mat to mat
TF within plant 2000
TR blocked to unre
TF SLOC to SLOC (S-4)
TR SLOC to SLOC (S-4)
Receipt w/o PO 
RE-receipt w/o PO
GD goods issue: delivery
TF to stock in transit
GR at the unit
TR to cross company
  (reversal via VL09
GR phys inv: Whse
GI phys inv: Whse
GI inv-diff: Whse
GR-inv-diff: Whse
GR WHSE
GR free issue receipt Whse 
Walk-through GR (external customer)
  Whse

Recoverability Codes

A

D

F
H

L

O

Z

Items require special handling
  for disposition
Repairable item (if not, dispose
  at depot
Repairable item (if not, dispose at DS)
Repairable item (if not, dispose at GS)
Repairable item (if not, dispose at
  special ACT)
Repairable item (if not, dispose
  at Org)
Non-repairable

Code Meaning

Code Meaning

GCSS-Army 

Decoded

There 
are a lot 
of codes 

associated with GCSS-Army.  Here’s a handy cheat sheet to help you sort them out…

there’s 
so many 

codes! how 
am I gonna 
figure ‘em 
all out?

Reports (Suggested)

Dispatch
Control Log

ESR
INB DEL

INB DELTO SSA
MWO-MMIS

ORILS
ORILS Turn-In

Monitor
ORILS Turn-In

Monitor
PR Rejection 

Log
PRNI

Service Schedule
Shop Supply INV

ZCON1D

IW28-D1

Z_EQUST
VL06I w/unit SLOC
VL06 W/SSA SLOC
IW28-MW
YOBUX/ZOEREP

VL06O for PI

VL06O for GI

YOSTAT-C*

IW37N
IW28-PM
MAT_SIT
Demand analysis

Share this info 
with your supply 

buddies.
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GCSS-Army Reminder
Remember to check the GCSS-Army 
website for alerts, updated fielding 
and training schedules and other 
important info. Visit: 

https://gcss.army.mil/
 Or sign up to get automatic 
notifications at: 

https://gcss.army.mil/Support/
register.aspx

BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BP
BQ
BT
BV
BZ
B1
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CG
CI
CK
CM
CN
CP
CQ
CS
CT
CU
C7
DB
DE
DG

Item processed for release
Backordered
Backordered/long ESD expected
Delayed to verify requirements/authorization
MRO cut but no action taken
No record of Doc #
Information on Req has changed
Substitute item will be supplied
Quantity changed
Req data has been changed as requested
NOA has been forwarded
Doc forwarded to next higher activity
Req being processed as free issue
Req deferred as per customer instructions 
Cancelled at the request of the requisitioner
Req will be processed to meet RDD
Item procured by contract or direct signee
Being processed for direct delivery
Assets currently not available
Cancelled by request (still charged)
Activity in receipt of follow-up request
Cancelled item being diverted
Unit price change
Cancellation not successful
Cancellation request in process
Rejected
Rejected – QTY requested no available
Non-consumable item
Rejected – errors in requisition
Rejected – unit of issue incorrect
Rejected – unable to identify item
Rejected – item coded as obsolete
Rejected – unable to procure
Rejected – no longer free issue
Non-consumable item
Rejected – local purchase or fab
Rejected – command regulated
Rejected – Qty error
Rejected – incorrect information
Rejected – unable to procure
Resubmit Requisition
Rejected – no valid contract
Cancelled – shipment status incorrect
Shipment Confirmed

Transaction Codes Advice Codes

IP01

IP02
IP10
IP24

IP41

IQ09
IW13

IW28/IW29

IW34

IW37N
MB21

MB25N
MB51

MD04

ME21N
ME51N

ME59N

MIGO

MM03

MMBE
SU3

VL02N
VL06O
VL06I

YOBUX
ZBSU
ZEDF

ZEQUST
ZMB59
ZOPID

ZOQM

ZPEPP 
ZPROSTAT

ZSPTX

1C

1J

2A

2B

2C

2D

2E

2F

2G

2H

2J

2L

2T

Create a maintenance
  scheduling plan
Change maintenance plan
Schedule a maintenance plan
Scheduling overview
Create individual
  maintenance plan
Display material serial numbers
Material where used (DCR)
Change/view notifications
Create notification order
  (initial screen)
Selection of orders and operations
Create reservation
Reservation list
Material document list
Stock requirement
  (PR-STO-PO history)
Change purchase order
Create purchase req (ZRL)
Convert PR to PO for 
  non-repairable
Goods movement
Display material
  (FED LOG master data)
Stock overviews/stock availability
Users profile
Change outbound delivery
Customer inbound deliveries
Inbound deliveries
Monitor receivables
Change storage bin
Extend document flow
Equipment status report
Material document list history
Operator permit ID (license)
Drivers qualification profile:
  mass data maint
Operator qualification record (348)
Order status report
Display org - FE table for RIC loc

Fill as requested, sub  
  or reject if item not
  available
Fill as requested of reject
  if item not available
Item is not available
  through manufacturer,
  fabricator or
  procurement 
Only requested item will
  suffice, do not substitute
Do not backorder, reject
  unfilled Qty, suitable
  sub accept
Furnish exact quantity
  requested
Free Issue
Item is obsolete but still
  req for Immediate use
Multiple use
Special textile
  requirements
Do not substitute or
  backorder
The amount shown
  exceeds normal demand,
  valid requirement
Deliver to consignee
  by RDD, or cancel
  requirement

Code Meaning

now this 
clears up 
a lot of 

confusion!

Status Codes
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Turn In 

OCIE ASAP!

When you return from a deployment to Southwest Asia (SWA), it’s important  
to turn in certain Organizational Clothing and individual Equipment 

(OCIE) protective gear to your Central Issue Facility (CIF).

Some of the safety equipment isn’t authorized for use outside 
of SWA and the Army needs the gear back to supply Soldiers 

getting ready to deploy.

More guidance is available from TACOM Maintenance Action message 17-046:

if you have questions, email TACOM at:

LIN

Blast pelvic protector, small
Blast pelvic protector, medium
Blast pelvic protector, large
Blast pelvic protector, X-large
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), X-small
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), small
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), medium
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), large
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), X-large
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), XX-large
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), X-small
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), small
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), medium
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), large
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), X-large
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), XX-large
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), X-small
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), small
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), medium
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), large
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), X-large
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), XX-large
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), X-small
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), small
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), medium
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), large
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), X-large
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), XX-large-4XL
Helmet, enhanced combat, small
Helmet, enhanced combat, medium
Helmet, enhanced combat, large
Helmet, enhanced combat, X-large
Helmet, enhanced combat, XX-large
Night vision bracket assembly for enhanced/advanced
combat helmets, tan, small/medium
Night vision bracket assembly for enhanced/advanced
combat helmets, tan, large/X-large
Cover, enhanced combat helmet, (OEF-CP), small/medium
Cover, enhanced combat helmet (OEF-CP), large/X-large
Cover, enhanced combat helmet (OEF-CP), XX-large
Cover, enhanced combat helmet (OCP), large/X-large

Description

8470-01-645-1014
8470-01-645-1015
8470-01-645-1016
8470-01-645-1017
8470-01-629-5249
8470-01-629-5250
8470-01-629-5252
8470-01-629-5256
8470-01-629-5261
8470-01-629-5265
8470-01-621-0418
8470-01-621-0419
8470-01-621-0421
8470-01-621-0425
8470-01-621-0426
8470-01-621-0427
8470-01-592-9461
8470-01-592-9468
8470-01-592-9479
8470-01-592-9480
8470-01-592-9484
8470-01-592-9485
8470-01-580-1388
8470-01-580-1391
8470-01-580-1392
8470-01-580-1395
8470-01-580-1533
8470-01-584-2801
8470-01-591-4449
8470-01-591-4453
8470-01-591-4458
8470-01-591-4444
8470-01-591-4471

8470-01-F05-0054

8470-01-F04-9884

8415-01-591-5926
8415-01-591-5934
8415-01-591-5933
8415-01-F05-2291

B05008
B05008
B05008
B05008
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
DA7078
DA7078
DA7078
DA7078
DA7078

DA704V

DA704V

DA155N
DA155N
DA155N
DA155N

NSN

LIN

Blast pelvic protector, small
Blast pelvic protector, medium
Blast pelvic protector, large
Blast pelvic protector, X-large
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), X-small
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), small
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), medium
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), large
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), X-large
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), XX-large
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), X-small
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), small
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), medium
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), large
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), X-large
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), XX-large
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), X-small
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), small
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), medium
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), large
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), X-large
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), XX-large
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), X-small
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), small
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), medium
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), large
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), X-large
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), XX-large-4XL
Helmet, enhanced combat, small
Helmet, enhanced combat, medium
Helmet, enhanced combat, large
Helmet, enhanced combat, X-large
Helmet, enhanced combat, XX-large
Night vision bracket assembly for enhanced/advanced
combat helmets, tan, small/medium
Night vision bracket assembly for enhanced/advanced
combat helmets, tan, large/X-large
Cover, enhanced combat helmet, (OEF-CP), small/medium
Cover, enhanced combat helmet (OEF-CP), large/X-large
Cover, enhanced combat helmet (OEF-CP), XX-large
Cover, enhanced combat helmet (OCP), large/X-large

Description

8470-01-645-1014
8470-01-645-1015
8470-01-645-1016
8470-01-645-1017
8470-01-629-5249
8470-01-629-5250
8470-01-629-5252
8470-01-629-5256
8470-01-629-5261
8470-01-629-5265
8470-01-621-0418
8470-01-621-0419
8470-01-621-0421
8470-01-621-0425
8470-01-621-0426
8470-01-621-0427
8470-01-592-9461
8470-01-592-9468
8470-01-592-9479
8470-01-592-9480
8470-01-592-9484
8470-01-592-9485
8470-01-580-1388
8470-01-580-1391
8470-01-580-1392
8470-01-580-1395
8470-01-580-1533
8470-01-584-2801
8470-01-591-4449
8470-01-591-4453
8470-01-591-4458
8470-01-591-4444
8470-01-591-4471

8470-01-F05-0054

8470-01-F04-9884

8415-01-591-5926
8415-01-591-5934
8415-01-591-5933
8415-01-F05-2291

B05008
B05008
B05008
B05008
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
DA7078
DA7078
DA7078
DA7078
DA7078

DA704V

DA704V

DA155N
DA155N
DA155N
DA155N

NSN

LIN

Blast pelvic protector, small
Blast pelvic protector, medium
Blast pelvic protector, large
Blast pelvic protector, X-large
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), X-small
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), small
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), medium
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), large
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), X-large
Improved outer tactical vest, Gen IV (OEF-CP), XX-large
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), X-small
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), small
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), medium
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), large
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), X-large
Soldier plate carrier system, Gen II (OEF-CP), XX-large
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), X-small
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), small
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), medium
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), large
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), X-large
Soldier plate carrier system, (OEF-CP), XX-large
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), X-small
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), small
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), medium
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), large
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), X-large
Plate carrier (OEF-CP), XX-large-4XL
Helmet, enhanced combat, small
Helmet, enhanced combat, medium
Helmet, enhanced combat, large
Helmet, enhanced combat, X-large
Helmet, enhanced combat, XX-large
Night vision bracket assembly for enhanced/advanced
combat helmets, tan, small/medium
Night vision bracket assembly for enhanced/advanced
combat helmets, tan, large/X-large
Cover, enhanced combat helmet, (OEF-CP), small/medium
Cover, enhanced combat helmet (OEF-CP), large/X-large
Cover, enhanced combat helmet (OEF-CP), XX-large
Cover, enhanced combat helmet (OCP), large/X-large

Description

8470-01-645-1014
8470-01-645-1015
8470-01-645-1016
8470-01-645-1017
8470-01-629-5249
8470-01-629-5250
8470-01-629-5252
8470-01-629-5256
8470-01-629-5261
8470-01-629-5265
8470-01-621-0418
8470-01-621-0419
8470-01-621-0421
8470-01-621-0425
8470-01-621-0426
8470-01-621-0427
8470-01-592-9461
8470-01-592-9468
8470-01-592-9479
8470-01-592-9480
8470-01-592-9484
8470-01-592-9485
8470-01-580-1388
8470-01-580-1391
8470-01-580-1392
8470-01-580-1395
8470-01-580-1533
8470-01-584-2801
8470-01-591-4449
8470-01-591-4453
8470-01-591-4458
8470-01-591-4444
8470-01-591-4471

8470-01-F05-0054

8470-01-F04-9884

8415-01-591-5926
8415-01-591-5934
8415-01-591-5933
8415-01-F05-2291

B05008
B05008
B05008
B05008
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA7098
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
DA704R
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
S95839
DA7078
DA7078
DA7078
DA7078
DA7078

DA704V

DA704V

DA155N
DA155N
DA155N
DA155N

NSN

here’s

a list of

the safety

equipment 

to turn 

in:

Turn In 

OCIE ASAP!

Turn In 

OCIE ASAP!
what do I 

do with all 
this OCIE?
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set your 
stryker’s 

ctIs for the 
conditions!
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